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3. Answer the questions based on the video:
 
a. What is  usually the remedy for any type of civil violation?
 
___________________________________________________________________
 
b. What is the relation of parties in a civil case?
 
___________________________________________________________________
 

1. Think about key features of civil law and criminal law. Try to list them below:
 
CIVIL LAW
 
_____________________________________________________________________
 
_____________________________________________________________________
 
CRIMINAL LAW
 
_____________________________________________________________________
 
_____________________________________________________________________
 

2. Watch the video ‘Civil vs. Criminal Law’ by Scott Moller about the US law. Are

any of your ideas from exercise 1 presented in the video? Then answer the

questions below. Check the vocabulary from the video in the glossary.
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https://youtu.be/ulC55LEeWaQ

all words in blue
can be found in
the glossary on
pages 5 and 6 
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c. What is an injunction?
 
___________________________________________________________________
 
 
d. Who decides in a jury trial - the judge or the jury?
 
___________________________________________________________________
 
 
e. Do you get a public defender in a civil case?
 
___________________________________________________________________
 
 
f. What does a presumption of innocence mean in a criminal case?
 
___________________________________________________________________
 
 
g. Who carries the burden of proof in a criminal case?
 
___________________________________________________________________
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Find the odd one out. The words in blue can be found in the glossary:
 
 
1) attorney   judge   remedy    prosecutor
 
2) inconvenience   evidence    harm   unanimous
 
3) breach of contract   drunken driving    murder     assault
 
4) initiated    available   construed    wrongdoing  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. Complete the text with the words in the box 
 
 
 
   suit, judge, against, kinds, libel, there, to, victims, available, theft 

 

 

 

In the United States, (1)__________ are two bodies of law whose purpose is

to deter or punish serious wrongdoing or to compensate the (2)__________

of such wrongdoing. Criminal law deals with behavior that is or can be

construed as an offense (3)__________ the public, society, or the state—even

if the immediate victim is an individual. Examples are murder, assault,

(4)__________ and drunken driving. Civil law deals with behavior that

constitutes an injury to an individual or other private party, such as a

corporation. Examples are defamation (including (5)__________ and

slander), breach of contract, negligence resulting in injury or death, and

property damage. Criminal law and civil law differ with respect

(6)__________ how cases are initiated (who may bring charges or file

(7)__________), how cases are decided (by a (8)__________ or a jury), what

(9)__________ of punishment or penalty may be imposed, what standards

of proof must be met, and what legal protections may be (10)__________ to

the defendant.

 
 
Source: https://www.britannica.com/story/what-is-the-difference-between-criminal-
law-and-civil-law
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GLOSSARY
 
 
assault – a violent attack
napaść, atak, pobicie
 
breach – a failure to obey a law or to do what was promised or agreed 
(a breach OF sth)
naruszenie, złamanie
 
burden of proof – the responsibility for proving something
ciężar dowodu
 
evidence – objects, documents, official statements, etc. that are used to prove
something is true or not true, especially for legal or insurance purposes
dowód, dowody (uncountable)
 
libel – something written or published that makes false or unfair statements that are
likely to damage the reputation of a person or organization
zniesławienie (pisemne)
 
injunction – an official order given by a law court, usually to stop someone from
doing something 
nakaz sądowy
 
injury – physical harm that is done to someone, harm or damage that is done to a
business or its reputation
krzywda, obrażenia ciała
 
jury – a group of people who have been chosen to listen to the facts in a court action
and decide whether a person is guilty or not guilty or whether a claim has been
proved
ława przysięgłych [w prawie polskim obecnie nie istnieje, natomiast ławnik to "lay
judge"]
 
preponderance – the largest part or greatest amount
przewaga (liczebna), wyższość
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there 2. victims 3. against 4. theft 5. libel 6. to 7. suit 8. judge 9. kinds 10. available

ANSWERS
 
Exercise 3
a. The remedy for any type of civil violation is usually money.
b. In a civil case both parties are on an equal, even playing field.
c. an official order given by a law court, usually to stop someone from doing
something (nakaz sądowy)
d. A jury trial - jury. Judges decide in a court trial.
e. No, you don't. You get a public defender in a criminal case.
f. There's a legal presumption that the defendant is not guilty,
g. the state
 
Exercise 4
1) remedy (not a person) 
2) unanimous (adjective) 
3) breach of contract (civil law)
4) wrongdoing (a noun)
 
Exercise 5

1.
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GLOSSARY
 
presumption – the fact of believing that something is true without having any proof
domniemanie
 
prosecutor – a legal official who accuses someone of committing a crime, especially
in a law court
prokurator
 
public defender – in the US and some other countries, a lawyer paid for by the
government to represent an accused person who cannot pay for a private lawyer
obrońca z urzędu
 
remedy – a method of legally solving a problem or disagreement
środek zaradczy, rozwiązanie
 
violation – an action that breaks a law, agreement, rule, etc.
naruszenie, złamanie
 

Definitions: Cambridge Dictionary

 


